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Beyond the Standard Model

Are there additional 
neutrinos beyond the 
known three types?
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Are there new 
interactions we could 
discover via neutrinos?
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Standard Model Physics

What is the 
ordering of the 

neutrino masses?

Could CP violation in neutrino 
interactions explain the 

matter/antimatter asymmetry?
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What is the mass 
of the neutrino, and 
why is it so small?

Is the neutrino its 
own antiparticle?
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FIG. 1: Reconstruction results for a simulated muon with 3 GeV initial kinetic energy in the
cylindrical LENA detector projected along the symmetry axis (left) or a radial y-axis (right). The
primary particle started at (0, 1000, 0) cm in the direction (1, �1, 0). Both the projected tracks of
the primary particle (red) and of secondary particles (black) are shown. The cell content is given in

a.u. and rescaled such that the maximum content is 1. The details on the actual reconstruction
procedure are given in [3].

In addition, the topological reconstruction promises large volume liquid detectors the same capabil-194

ities as only highly segmented detectors used to have (with all the implications of that). This includes195

possibilities for particle identification at energies as low as a few MeV based on topological information.196

For example it is now possible to distinguish point-like events from multi-site events in liquid scintil-197

lator [8] using various techniques including a likelihood-based pulse shape discrimination methods [9].198

For an example for the separation of electrons from gammas see Figure 2.199

An ability to separate Cherenkov and scintillation light allows for use of additional information for200

event reconstruction.201

LSND experiment has successfully used Cherenkov light in a diluted liquid scintillator to reconstruct202

electron tracks in the energy range of about 45 MeV [10]. Reconstruction of events with energies down to203

3-5 MeV using Cherenkov light in pure water has been done at the Super-Kamiokande experiment [11,204

12]. Feasibility of directionality reconstruction of a few MeV electrons in a conventional high-light yield205

liquid scintillator has been shown in [13]. The use of timing information becomes crucial for separating206

directional Cherenkov light from the isotropic scintillation light.207

Directionality reconstruction based on Cherenkov-scintillation light separation has been further208

explored in [14] and [15]. At their core, these algorithms rely on selecting a sample of photo-electrons209

(PEs) with a favourable ratio of Cherenkov to scintillation light. Then the ‘center-of-mass’ of the210

PE distribution on the detector surface becomes aligned with the direction of the parent particle. An211

μ track reconstruction 
JINST 13, P07005 (2018)

ANL MCP-PMT

3

PMT
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Theia 
A Next-Generation Detector Deep Underground 

≳ 4000 mwe

Outer H2O Shielding 
Active veto system

Photodetector Array 
20-90% active coverage 

(phased)

Target Volume 
WbLS, isotope loading

Inner Balloon 
Deployable inner volume

Theia100 Concept 
100 kton, 80 kton fiducial

A detector 
combining 

large mass, an 
underground 

location, 
WbLS target, 

and fast 
photon 

detectors

Example Configurations 
Theia25 — 25 kton, DUNE module-like 

Theia100 — 100 kton, new SURF cavern
Rendering made with RAT-PAC MC 4
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Theia 
Broad Physics Goals

• Long baseline oscillation physics 
• CP violation, mass ordering 

• Nucleon decay searches 
• Source-based sterile neutrino searches

• Neutrinoless double-beta decay 
• Solar neutrinos (metallicity, luminosity) 
• Supernova burst neutrinos & DSNB 
• Applied antineutrinos, geoneutrinos

A mix of high-energy and nuclear physics:

A broad program addressing: 
• Major interdisciplinary questions across neutrino physics 
• Fundamental neutrino physics and neutrino astrophysics, applied antineutrinos 
• Physics over 5 orders of magnitude in energy 
• LNV (double beta decay) + CPV (long baseline) → Leptogenesis

A flexible experimental program: 
• Staging of detector configuration: isotope loading, scintillator fraction, etc. 
• Potential upgrade routes for photon detectors (coverage, uniformity, response) 
• A detector that can adapt with new discoveries in the coming decades
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FIG. 6: Sensitivity to CP violation (i.e.: determination that �CP 6= 0 or ⇡) (left) and sensitivity to
determination of the neutrino mass ordering (right), as a function of the true value of �CP , for the
Theia 70-kt fiducial volume detector (pink). Also shown are sensitivity curves for a 10-kt (fiducial)
LArTPC (blue dashed) compared to a 17-kt (fiducial) WCD (pink dashed). Seven years of exposure

to the LBNF beam with equal running in neutrino and antineutrino mode is assumed. LArTPC
sensitivity is based on detector performance described by [32].

of the GUT scale ⇤. The effective Lagrangian becomes

Leff = L(�L) +
X

k>4

Ci

⇤k�4
O

(k)
i (�L), (1)

where Ci is a dimensionless coefficient and O
(k)
i are local operators of mass dimension k [36]. Since ⇤

is large, operators of increasingly higher dimension are heavily suppressed, with the lowest order terms

(dimension 5) resulting in
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0
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+
⇡
0
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+
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0
, e

+
⌘, µ

+
⌘; i = e, µ, ⌧, (2)

where the dominant decay mode depends on the particular model of interest. More exotic modes can

also exist, but require a means to suppress the above modes via some mechanism. Extra dimensional

theories for example can create constraints on dimension 5 operators such that they are forbidden

allowing for decays of higher order operators to dominate leading to decays such as n ! 3⌫ [37].

Next generation detectors will be able to probe deeper into the phase space of such detectors, possibly

reaching the sensitivity to measure such a process and give evidence for the type of physics beyond the

Standard Model. The Theia detector has the size and resolution to contribute to this effort, and in
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FIG. 6: Sensitivity to CP violation (i.e.: determination that �CP 6= 0 or ⇡) (left) and sensitivity to
determination of the neutrino mass ordering (right), as a function of the true value of �CP , for the
Theia 70-kt fiducial volume detector (pink). Also shown are sensitivity curves for a 10-kt (fiducial)
LArTPC (blue dashed) compared to a 17-kt (fiducial) WCD (pink dashed). Seven years of exposure

to the LBNF beam with equal running in neutrino and antineutrino mode is assumed. LArTPC
sensitivity is based on detector performance described by [32].
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• Considered a 25 or 100 kton water target 
• Leveraging recent reconstruction improvements 

• Ring counting: 75% NC rejection, reducing π0 
• e/μ PID: High purity νeCCπ+ channel 
• High purity multi-ring νe samples 

• Nine-sample likelihood fit: 1-, 2-, 3-ring with 0/1 
Michel for ν mode, 0 Michel for ν̅ mode 

• Assumed constraint from additional νμ samples 
• 2% (5%) systematic on each νe/ν̅e signal 

(background) mode in the fit, per DUNE CDR 
• Additional gains are possible using fast timing, 

scintillation for improved efficiency, purity, PID

A complementary measurement to DUNE, 
with the same beam but a different (water) 
target and different systematics.

Long Baseline 
CPV and Mass Ordering

Theia
 Prel

im
inary

Theia
 Prel

im
inary

Plots: E.T. Worcester
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Nucleon Decay 
BSM Baryon Number Violation
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HyperK

Theia (80kt
)

SuperK

• Low threshold and low background due to depth 
leads to excellent sensitivity for invisible modes 

• WbLS allows coincidence search with mesons 
below Cherenkov threshold (e.g. K+) 

• Complementary to searches in both DUNE and 
HyperK, leading in invisible

Low-threshold, low-background BNV search.

Plots: M. Askins
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Solar Neutrinos 
CNO and the MSW Transition

• Low-energy ES measurements 
• 5% WbLS, 90% coverage, ∼25° angular res. 
• 2D maximum likelihood analysis using 

reconstructed energy and solar direction 
• 5-10% measurement of CNO fluxes achievable 

• Charged Current measurements 
• Potential to load 7Li: 7Li(νe,e)7Be, 862 keV 
• High precision possible on Eν by tagging 

excited state decay ɣ

Huge low-energy ES statistics, and potential 
for CC via isotope loading.

36

Signal Normalization sensitivity (%)
8
B ⌫ 0.4

7
Be ⌫ 0.4

pep ⌫ 3.8
CNO ⌫ 5.3
210

Bi 0.1
11
C 11.5

85
Kr 10.5

40
K 0.04

39
Ar/210Po 21.9

238
U chain 0.02

232
Th chain 0.05

TABLE VI: Fit uncertainty for 5 years of data with the baseline configuration and background
assumptions

Target mass WbLS Angular resolution
25

�
35

�
45

�
55

�

50 kT 0.5% 6.2 8.8 11.2 13.5
50 kT 1% 6.1 8.7 11.0 13.4
50 kT 2% 6.2 8.9 11.4 13.8
50 kT 3% 5.9 8.4 10.7 13.0
50 kT 4% 5.5 7.9 10.1 12.3
50 kT 5% 5.3 7.6 9.7 11.8
25 kT 0.5% 8.5 12.2 15.6 18.7
25 kT 1% 8.5 12.1 15.0 18.4
25 kT 2% 8.5 12.1 15.5 18.7
25 kT 3% 8.0 11.5 14.6 17.7
25 kT 4% 7.6 10.9 13.9 16.8
25 kT 5% 7.3 10.5 13.3 16.2

TABLE VII: CNO flux sensitivity (%) as a function of target mass, WbLS % and angular resolution
for 5 years of data with 90% PMT coverage and the baseline background assumptions
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FIG. 16: CNO sensitivity as a function of scintillator fraction and angular resolution for a 50 kT
detector after 5 years of running with the baseline background assumptions

50 kton detector 
5 years running

Theia Preliminary

39

loaded with 1% 7Li by mass, and a conservative light yield of 100 photoelectrons per MeV. Standard

MSW oscillation is assumed. Solid lines show the CC interactions and dashed lines show ES detection.

The ES statistics by far outweigh the CC (as expected at a low %-level loading); however, the use of

directionality would allow excellent separation. The right-hand panel shows the spectrum with a cut

placed on cos ✓� = 0.4 (where ✓� is the angle between the event direction and a vector pointing back

to the Sun), which reduces the ES signals by more than 2 orders of magnitude. (Angular resolution

equivalent to SK-III was assumed). In practice a more sophisticated analysis would link the normal-

ization of the ES and CC neutrino signals via their known cross sections, allowing the ES to be used

to separate events from radioactive and cosmogenic backgrounds such as 210Bi and 11C, and the CC

to provide the spectral sensitivity. The power of the CC signal can be observed in particular in the 8B

spectrum, which has a distinctive shape, and the strong peak in the pep signal in comparison to the

broad ES spectrum.
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FIG. 18: (Top) Predicted solar neutrino spectra in a 30-kT WbLS-filled ASDC detector loaded with
1% 7Li by mass. Light yield of 100 p.e./MeV assumed. (Bottom) The same spectra with a cut on

cos ✓� = 0.4, reducing the ES component to illustrate the power of CC detection.

with cosϑ⊙<0.4 cut

• Detect CNO neutrinos to constrain solar 
metallicity, model for heavy main sequence stars 

• Precision probes of MSW matter-vacuum 
transition: MSW check and new physics searchesG

oa
ls

Plots: G. Orebi Gann, R. Bonventre See Eur. Phys. J. C 78 (2018) 435 (ES) and arXiv:1409.5864 (CC)

1% 7Li 
100 pe/MeV
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Supernova Neutrinos 
Supernova Burst Detection

41

the full information contained in the burst signal (e.g. [80]), then to be combined with electromagnetic

and gravitational wave observations (e.g. [81]).

If a SN neutrino burst would pass by the Earth today, the largest event statistics would be collected

by the two large Cherenkov detectors, Super-Kamiokande (SK) and IceCube [82? ]. Ten years from

now, we may expect that additional information will be added by JUNO’s liquid scintillator and

DUNE’s liquid argon neutrino targets [16, 83]. In a simplified picture, SK, JUNO and IceCube will

dominate the information on ⌫̄e flux and energies, while DUNE has the potential for a high-statistics

⌫e measurement. JUNO will provide information on the combined flux of ⌫µ and ⌫⌧ and antineutrinos

(denoted commonly as ⌫x).

What will THEIA add to the global picture of SN neutrino observations? To answer this, we

assume a baseline detector with 100 kt of WbLS target (10 % organic fraction) and 90% optical cov-

erage. The resulting photoelectron yield of ⇠200 p.e./MeV (75% scintillation) provides a 7 % energy

resolution comparable to present-day organic scintillator detectors and a sufficiently low threshold for

high-efficiency neutron tagging.

Reaction Rate
(IBD) ⌫̄e + p ! n+ e

+ 19,800
(ES) ⌫ + e ! e+ ⌫ 960
(⌫eO) 16

O(⌫e, e
�
)
16
F 340

(⌫̄eO) 16
O(⌫̄e, e

+
)
16
N 440

(NCO) 16
O(⌫, ⌫)

16
O

⇤ 1,100

TABLE VIII: Event rates expected in
100 kt of WbLS (10 % scintillator) for an

SN at 10 kpc distance (GVKM model
[84] and SNOwGLoBES). We list

Inverse Beta Decays (IBDs), elastic
scattering off electrons (ES) as well as

charged-current (⌫eO,⌫̄eO) and
neutral-current (NCO) interactions on

oxygen. Comparatively small event
rates on carbon are not listed.

FIG. 20: Visible energy spectra of the prompt events,
corresponding to the event rates of Tab. VIII (GVKM
model [84]). A Gaussian energy resolution of 7% at

1 MeV is applied.

1. A high-statistics and low-threshold signal: At 100 kt, THEIA will more than double the statistics

expected for both SK and JUNO combined in ⌫̄e-induced IBD signals and add hundreds of events

for ⌫e’s and ⌫x’s (Tab. VIII). Together with a good energy resolution, this will be very useful

for correlation of time-dependent spectral features with other observation techniques, e.g. with
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FIG. 21: SN pointing capability of THEIA, based on the reconstruction of the ES directional signal.
Left panel: Example angular distribution, assuming 90 % in the flat IBD spectrum. Based on a fit to

this and similar distributions (red net), the right panel depicts the pointing accuracy for THEIA,
assuming different IBD background levels for 100 kt as well as 22.5 kt target mass (comparable to SK).

SN rate, the relative frequency of neutron star and black hole formation and the EoS of the emerging

neutron stars (e.g. [88]).

The primary detection reaction is the Inverse Beta Decays (IBD) induced by the ⌫̄e component of

the DSNB. With an expected event rate of 0.1 per year and kiloton of detector material, overwhelming

backgrounds have to be faced. However, with SK-Gd and JUNO there are now two contenders with a

realistic chance to obtain a first (3�) evidence of the DSNB within the next 5-10 years [16, 89].

THEIA may play a pivotal role in the discovery and exploration of the DSNB signal. Based on

a target mass twice the size of SK or JUNO, it will accumulate statistics much faster. Moreover,

the dual detection of Cherenkov and scintillation signal offers a background discrimination capability

unparalleled by Gd-doped water or pure organic scintillator, resulting in an expected signal efficiency

close to unity (⇠97 %) within the observation window [90].

1. DSNB signal and background levels

For IBD events, the prompt energy of the positron signal translates almost directly to the incident

neutrino energy, while the delayed neutron capture provides a fast coincidence tag to reduce the ample

single-event backgrounds. Figure 22a) depicts the visible energy spectrum (scintillation only) for the

• Primary signal (88%) is ν̅e IBD 
• Complementary to νe detection in DUNE 

• Scintillation improves low-threshold neutron tag 
• Low background ES channel → pointing 

• Potential to add low-energy νp ES channel 
• CC & NC channels → burst timing, ν mixing 
• Provides a capable SNe early warning trigger

Multi-channel SNe detection with a high 
statistics antineutrino sample.

Credit: ALMA (ESO/NAOJ/NRAO)/A. Angelich. Visible light image: the NASA/ESA 
Hubble Space Telescope. X-Ray image: The NASA Chandra X-Ray Observatory

SN1987A

Pointing resolution better than 
1° achievable thanks to large ES 

statistics and good intrinsic 
resolution (1σ ∼ 10°)

Theia Preliminary

Theia Preliminary

Plots: M. Wurm

10kpc, GVKM, SNOwGLoBES

7% energy resolution
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1. DSNB signal and background levels

For IBD events, the prompt energy of the positron signal translates almost directly to the incident

neutrino energy, while the delayed neutron capture provides a fast coincidence tag to reduce the ample

single-event backgrounds. Figure 13a) depicts the visible energy spectrum (scintillation only) for the

prompt positrons. The chosen detector configuration corresponds to a WbLS of 10% organic fraction

and 70% photocoverage, resulting in a photoelectron yield of 120 (80) for scintillation (Cherenkov)

component. The DSNB model is based on work by the Garching group [94].

Figure 13a) shows as well the relevant background spectra: IBDs from reactor and atmospheric

⌫̄e’s constitute an indistinguishable background that overwhelms the signal at low and high energies,

effectively limiting the detection to an energy window of 10–30 MeV.

Even within this window, several further background sources contribute, all of cosmogenic origin:

cosmogenic �n-emitters, primarily 9Li, are created by muon spallation on the oxygen (and carbon)

nuclei of the target; fast neutrons are induced by muons in the rock surrounding the detector and are

able to enter the detector unnoticed. The combination of a prompt signal created by elastic scattering

off protons and the subsequent neutron capture may mimic the IBD signature. Finally, NC reactions

of atmospheric neutrinos (atm-NC) resemble the IBD coincidence in case a prompt signal is generated

due to the recoils and possible de-excitation of the fragments of the target nucleus and a delayed signal

FIG. 13: The visible energy spectrum from scintillation expected for the DSNB signal and its ample
backgrounds: While panel (a) includes reactor neutrinos, cosmogenic Li-9, fast neutrons as well as
atmospheric neutrino CC and NC interaction rates before application of discrimination techniques,
panel (b) illustrates that � within the observational window from ⇠8 to 30 MeV � all backgrounds
can be greatly reduced by ring counting, Cherenkov/scintillation ratio and delayed decay cuts to

obtain a signal-to-background ratio >1.
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Antineutrinos 
From Earth and Beyond

High efficiency IBD detection with 
improved background rejection.

High light yield and C+S enables: 
• Tag on 2.2 MeV ɣ from 1H, reducing single-

event backgrounds in WCDs 
• Reduced in NC backgrounds vs. LS detectors 
• Higher efficiency than Gd-H2O IBD detection 

with improved background rejection.

Diffuse Supernova 
Neutrino Background 
Diffuse neutrino flux from 
past core-collapse supernovaeImage: Cassiopeia A, Chandra X-Ray Observatory. X-ray: 

NASA/CXC/SAO; Optical: NASA/STScI; Infrared: NASA/
JPL-Caltech/Steward/O.Krause et al.

Geoneutrinos 
Antineutrinos from U and Th 
chain reactions driving the 
radiogenic heating of Earth

AGM2015 Map, Scientific Reports 5:13945, 2015.
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FIG. 12: The detected energy spectrum of the predicted rate of antineutrinos from nuclear power
reactors and Earth, assuming a 50 kT water target.

distributions reveal the initial partitioning and subsequent transport of these trace elements between

metallic core, silicate mantle, and crust types [72]. Ongoing observations at underground sites in Japan

[73] and Italy [74] record the energies, but not the directions, of geo-neutrinos from uranium and

thorium. Without directions pointing back to source regions, disentangling the signals from various

reservoirs requires resolution of differing rates or energy spectra at separate sites. Due to limited

statistics and perhaps insufficient geological contrast, the observations at Japan and Italy do not yet

measure distinct rates or energy spectra [75]. The large exposure possible with Theia enables these

measurements, representing an opportunity to significantly advance observational neutrino geophysics.

The predicted rate of detected geo-neutrino events per kT-year in Theia is 26.5 (20.7 U and 5.8 Th),

which corresponds to a flux of 4.90 ± 0.13 ⇥ 10
6 cm�2 s�1, assuming perfect background suppression,

Th/U = 3.9, and statistical uncertainty only. Systematic uncertainty from incomplete knowledge of

the distributions of uranium and thorium abundances is much larger and asymmetric at about the 25%

level. For comparison, reported observed rates of geo-neutrino events from KamLAND and Borexino

correspond to 3.4 ± 0.8 ⇥ 10
6 cm�2 s�1 [73] and 5.0 ± 1.3 ⇥ 10

6 cm�2 s�1 [74], respectively. While

consistent with the Borexino measurement, a measurement of the predicted Theia rate would be

almost 2� greater than the KamLAND measurement after an exposure of 50 kT-y. This would provide

the first evidence for surface variation of the geo-neutrino flux. With thousands of geo-neutrino events

Theia would precisely measure the uranium and thorium components of the energy spectrum with

Theia Preliminary
50 kt water target

• High statistics 
• Complementary to KL, Borexino 
• Potential for directionality

NC background rejection 
via Cherenkov/scintillation 
light ratio (>98%)
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FIG. 23: The Cherenkov-to-scintillation (C/S) ratio offers a powerful tool for the discrimination of
positron-like DSNB (blue) and hadronic prompt events from atm-NC reactions (black). While most
background events feature no Cherenkov light and, as such, a C/S ratio of 0, some final-state �-rays

result in a curved band of atm-NC events that leaks slightly into the signal region (inset).

Spectral contribution before cuts Li veto delayed decays C/S cut single-ring
DSNB signal 21.1 20.9 20.9 20.5 20.5
Reactor neutrinos � � � � �

Atmospheric CC 2.1 2.1 2.1 2.0 2.0
Atmospheric NC 436 432 230 11.5 6.2
�n-emitters (9Li) 55.1 � � � �

fast neutrons 0.65 0.65 0.65 � �

Signal-to-background 0.043 0.048 0.090 1.52 2.50

TABLE IX: Rates of DSNB signal and backgrounds within the observation window (8-30MeV) for a
live exposure of 100 kt·years. While the first column represents the rates before cuts, the following

columns apply delayed decay, C/S ratio and ring-counting cuts. The cited fast neutron rate assumes a
2.5 m fiducial volume cut or presence of corresponding active shielding surrounding the target volume.

If realized at 17-kt fiducial mass, THEIA will have to measure about 5 years to achieve a 5� discovery

of the DSNB signal [90]. Combined with SK+Gd and JUNO, the three detectors will acquire about

five DSNB events per year (with ⇠40% of statistics from THEIA), so that a spectroscopic analysis of

the DSNB based on O(10
2
) events will become possible over 10-20 years. At the same time, the C/S

signatures for atm-NC events acquired in THEIA will enable an in-depth study of this most relevant

background and will help to reduce the corresponding systematic uncertainties as well for SK-Gd and

especially JUNO.

With 100 kt fiducial mass, THEIA will take a clear lead in the exploration of the DSNB signal.
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1. DSNB signal and background levels

For IBD events, the prompt energy of the positron signal translates almost directly to the incident

neutrino energy, while the delayed neutron capture provides a fast coincidence tag to reduce the ample

single-event backgrounds. Figure 13a) depicts the visible energy spectrum (scintillation only) for the

prompt positrons. The chosen detector configuration corresponds to a WbLS of 10% organic fraction

and 70% photocoverage, resulting in a photoelectron yield of 120 (80) for scintillation (Cherenkov)

component. The DSNB model is based on work by the Garching group [94].

Figure 13a) shows as well the relevant background spectra: IBDs from reactor and atmospheric

⌫̄e’s constitute an indistinguishable background that overwhelms the signal at low and high energies,

effectively limiting the detection to an energy window of 10–30 MeV.

Even within this window, several further background sources contribute, all of cosmogenic origin:

cosmogenic �n-emitters, primarily 9Li, are created by muon spallation on the oxygen (and carbon)

nuclei of the target; fast neutrons are induced by muons in the rock surrounding the detector and are

able to enter the detector unnoticed. The combination of a prompt signal created by elastic scattering

off protons and the subsequent neutron capture may mimic the IBD signature. Finally, NC reactions

of atmospheric neutrinos (atm-NC) resemble the IBD coincidence in case a prompt signal is generated

due to the recoils and possible de-excitation of the fragments of the target nucleus and a delayed signal

FIG. 13: The visible energy spectrum from scintillation expected for the DSNB signal and its ample
backgrounds: While panel (a) includes reactor neutrinos, cosmogenic Li-9, fast neutrons as well as
atmospheric neutrino CC and NC interaction rates before application of discrimination techniques,
panel (b) illustrates that � within the observational window from ⇠8 to 30 MeV � all backgrounds
can be greatly reduced by ring counting, Cherenkov/scintillation ratio and delayed decay cuts to

obtain a signal-to-background ratio >1.
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Antineutrinos 
From Earth and Beyond

High efficiency IBD detection with 
improved background rejection.

High light yield and C+S enables: 
• Tag on 2.2 MeV ɣ from 1H, reducing single-

event backgrounds in WCDs 
• Reduced in NC backgrounds vs. LS detectors 
• Higher efficiency than Gd-H2O IBD detection 

with improved background rejection.

Diffuse Supernova 
Neutrino Background 
Diffuse neutrino flux from 
past core-collapse supernovaeImage: Cassiopeia A, Chandra X-Ray Observatory. X-ray: 

NASA/CXC/SAO; Optical: NASA/STScI; Infrared: NASA/
JPL-Caltech/Steward/O.Krause et al.

Geoneutrinos 
Antineutrinos from U and Th 
chain reactions driving the 
radiogenic heating of Earth

AGM2015 Map, Scientific Reports 5:13945, 2015.
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FIG. 12: The detected energy spectrum of the predicted rate of antineutrinos from nuclear power
reactors and Earth, assuming a 50 kT water target.

distributions reveal the initial partitioning and subsequent transport of these trace elements between

metallic core, silicate mantle, and crust types [72]. Ongoing observations at underground sites in Japan

[73] and Italy [74] record the energies, but not the directions, of geo-neutrinos from uranium and

thorium. Without directions pointing back to source regions, disentangling the signals from various

reservoirs requires resolution of differing rates or energy spectra at separate sites. Due to limited

statistics and perhaps insufficient geological contrast, the observations at Japan and Italy do not yet

measure distinct rates or energy spectra [75]. The large exposure possible with Theia enables these

measurements, representing an opportunity to significantly advance observational neutrino geophysics.

The predicted rate of detected geo-neutrino events per kT-year in Theia is 26.5 (20.7 U and 5.8 Th),

which corresponds to a flux of 4.90 ± 0.13 ⇥ 10
6 cm�2 s�1, assuming perfect background suppression,

Th/U = 3.9, and statistical uncertainty only. Systematic uncertainty from incomplete knowledge of

the distributions of uranium and thorium abundances is much larger and asymmetric at about the 25%

level. For comparison, reported observed rates of geo-neutrino events from KamLAND and Borexino

correspond to 3.4 ± 0.8 ⇥ 10
6 cm�2 s�1 [73] and 5.0 ± 1.3 ⇥ 10

6 cm�2 s�1 [74], respectively. While

consistent with the Borexino measurement, a measurement of the predicted Theia rate would be

almost 2� greater than the KamLAND measurement after an exposure of 50 kT-y. This would provide

the first evidence for surface variation of the geo-neutrino flux. With thousands of geo-neutrino events

Theia would precisely measure the uranium and thorium components of the energy spectrum with
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• Potential for directionality

NC background rejection 
via Cherenkov/scintillation 
light ratio (>98%)
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FIG. 23: The Cherenkov-to-scintillation (C/S) ratio offers a powerful tool for the discrimination of
positron-like DSNB (blue) and hadronic prompt events from atm-NC reactions (black). While most
background events feature no Cherenkov light and, as such, a C/S ratio of 0, some final-state �-rays

result in a curved band of atm-NC events that leaks slightly into the signal region (inset).

Spectral contribution before cuts Li veto delayed decays C/S cut single-ring
DSNB signal 21.1 20.9 20.9 20.5 20.5
Reactor neutrinos � � � � �

Atmospheric CC 2.1 2.1 2.1 2.0 2.0
Atmospheric NC 436 432 230 11.5 6.2
�n-emitters (9Li) 55.1 � � � �

fast neutrons 0.65 0.65 0.65 � �

Signal-to-background 0.043 0.048 0.090 1.52 2.50

TABLE IX: Rates of DSNB signal and backgrounds within the observation window (8-30MeV) for a
live exposure of 100 kt·years. While the first column represents the rates before cuts, the following

columns apply delayed decay, C/S ratio and ring-counting cuts. The cited fast neutron rate assumes a
2.5 m fiducial volume cut or presence of corresponding active shielding surrounding the target volume.

If realized at 17-kt fiducial mass, THEIA will have to measure about 5 years to achieve a 5� discovery

of the DSNB signal [90]. Combined with SK+Gd and JUNO, the three detectors will acquire about

five DSNB events per year (with ⇠40% of statistics from THEIA), so that a spectroscopic analysis of

the DSNB based on O(10
2
) events will become possible over 10-20 years. At the same time, the C/S

signatures for atm-NC events acquired in THEIA will enable an in-depth study of this most relevant

background and will help to reduce the corresponding systematic uncertainties as well for SK-Gd and

especially JUNO.

With 100 kt fiducial mass, THEIA will take a clear lead in the exploration of the DSNB signal.
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Neutrinoless Double Beta Decay 
Majorana Neutrinos & LNV

• ∅16 m LAB-PPO filled inner balloon 
• Loading natTe or enrXe (or 100Mo, 82Se, 150Nd) 
• Backgrounds due to 8B solar neutrinos, 2νββ, LS 

contamination, and detector materials 
• Single-bin Feldman-Cousins counting analysis

A very large isotope mass deployed in a 
liquid scintillator target volume.

ideal case

Theia MC 
90% CL

Theia Preliminary

Expected 90% CL Sensitivity 
5% natTe Loading 
T1/2 > 1.1×1028 y, mββ < 6.3 meV 

3% enrXe Loading* (89.5%) 
T1/2 > 2.0×1028 y, mββ < 5.6 meV 

(IBM-2 NME, gA=1.269)
* ∼10× annual global production
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R&D Program 
Overview

Scintillator development

Purification, nanofiltration

WbLS optical properties 
Dichroic light concentrators

LAPPDs, reconstruction 
WbLS target possible

Antineutrinos 
PMTs, WbLS

UK Group: Planning 2 
ton test tank WbLS and 
photon detection systems

Germany Group: 
(Hamburg, Mainz, München, Tübingen) 
WbLS & photon detection 
R&D, 4 GS + 1 PD

WbLS R&D, G. D. Orebi Gann

Cherenkov / Scintillation Separation

 4

Separation	in	charge,	time,	wavelength	

Methods	to	enhance	separation:	

• Ultra-fast	photon	detection	
(LAPPDs)		

• Delay	scintillation	light	

• Optimize	cocktail:	scintillation	
fraction	&	spectrum	(fluor)	

• Readout	sensitivity

1.3ns TTS 0.1ns TTS

Eur.	Phys.	J.	C	(2017)	77:	811

Cherenkov	ring	
observed	as	photon	
excess	on	top	of	
isotropic	
scintillation	
“background”

CHESS: CHErenkov- 
Scintillation Separation 
at LBL

LS Cherenkov/Scintillation 
WbLS + LAPPDs 
Proton light yield

not an exhaustive list!
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Water-Based Liquid Scintillator 
Target R&D

Simulated cosmic muon in water. Red 
points are absorbed & reflected photons

No black barrier

With black barrier

� Study Cerenkov separation as a function of 
LS% in WbLS

� Strong university participations (welcome)

1000L (Wb)LS prototype

05/01/2017 M. Yeh LSC2017 41

1000 L 
LS Prototype

Simulation

Ton-Scale 
Production Facility

WbLS R&D, G. D. Orebi Gann 14

Nanofiltration [UCD]
A membrane filtration process

Deionization critical for optical transparency
For WbLS: separate water/LS, filter, recombine

Requirements:
1. Separate water/ions from LS
2. Scalable to large volume (high flow rate)
3. No impact on LS light yield

Permeate’s (sample 
passing through the filter) 
absorption spectra 
consistent with low levels 
of surfactant but removal 
of LS

WbLS control sample 
is identical to WbLS 
not passing through 
the filter
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Penn Optics Measurements April 27, 2017 3 / 3

Scintillator timing 
and optics



II. THE CHESS DETECTOR

The primary goal of the CHESS experiment is to
demonstrate Cherenkov / scintillation separation by
Cherenkov ring imaging in both charge (detected
photoelectron density) and time, for di↵erent scin-
tillating liquids. A schematic of CHESS is shown
in Fig. 2. An acrylic target vessel is viewed by an
array of small, fast PMTs. The setup is designed to
detect either cosmic muons or events from deployed
radioactive sources. The primary ring imaging mea-
surement is performed using through-going muons.
Vertical-going events are selected via a 1-cm diame-
ter coincidence tag, ensuring a population of events
with known orientation and thus a known expecta-
tion for the position of the Cherenkov ring. The
muons produce Cherenkov and scintillation light in
the target material, which is detected on the PMT
array. The apparatus has been optimized using a
full Monte Carlo simulation (Sec. III), complete with
optical ray tracing, such that direct Cherenkov light
from vertical muons falls on a distinct set of PMTs,
forming a clear ring in the PMT array. This yields
two distinct groups of PMTs by construction: those
with pure scintillation hits and those with both scin-
tillation and Cherenkov hits. The earliest hits on
each PMT can thus be identified as being caused
by either Cherenkov or scintillation photons, and
demonstrate the time separation between these two
signals to high precision. A measurement of the clar-
ity of the Cherenkov ring imaged in charge on top
of the isotropic scintillation light background is also
possible.

A. Target Vessel

The target vessel consists of a cylinder 5 cm
in radius and 3 cm in height, constructed from
ultraviolet-transmitting (UVT) acrylic. Three flat
faces on the outer surface of the cylinder, each 3 cm
in diameter, provide surfaces for attaching a radioac-
tive button source or optical coupling of a PMT as
a source tag. A lid made of the same UVT acrylic
encloses the target material in an air-tight environ-
ment using an FFKM o-ring [19].

Distinct but similarly designed target vessels are
used for water, pure LS and WbLS target materials
in order to minimize the risk of cross contamination.

	�C


FIG. 2. The CHESS apparatus. (a) Detailed schematic
view with dimensions and (b) demonstration of ring-
imaging concept. The PMT array is designed to hold
up to 53 PMTs; the dozen slots occupied for this study
are color coded by radius: red and orange for those hit
primarily by scintillation photons, and blue for those in
the expected Cherenkov ring for LAB and LAB/PPO.
Due to the lower refractive index, the ring from a water
target is detected in the middle (orange) PMTs.

3
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Cherenkov & Scintillation 
CHESS at LBL

WbLS R&D, G. D. Orebi Gann

Time Profile Measurement

 21

Modify	(parameter	values	in)	underlying	timing	model	in	simulation	

Fit	for	WbLS	time	profile

Result	of	fit	(10%	WbLS) Cross-check	against	other	samples

1%,	5%	WbLS	
seem	consistent	
with	time	profile	
of	10%	cocktail
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ARY

WbLS Scintillation Timing

WbLS R&D, G. D. Orebi Gann

Preliminary light yield

 22

Note:	assumes	LAB/PPO	wvl	emission	profile	

Fit	for	WbLS	time	profile

Method:	define	LAB/PPO	LY	

Calibrate	setup	to	LAB/PPO	charge	
collection	

Determine	LY	per	WbLS	cocktail	by	data/
MC	fit

PRELIMINARY

PR
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ARY

WbLS Scintillation Light Yield

• Tag cosmics using scintillator detectors 
• Target vessel: LS, WbLS, H2O, etc. 
• Image using a fast PMT array 
• Study isotropic/ring component: precise 

charge and timing information 
• Calibrated via radioactive sources

A cosmic muon ring imaging experiment.

Plots: G. Orebi Gann, J. Caravaca

EPJC 77:811 (2017) 
Phys. Rev. C 95, 055801 (2017)

Preliminary
PreliminaryPreliminary
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Photon Detection 
Overview

Large-Area PMTs
• High efficiency 
• Sub-ns timing 
• Cost effective

Modular PMTs
• High density 
• Fast timing 
• Flexible response

Large Area Picosecond Photo-Detectors 144 ps ∼ 1 cm in water!

Optical reconstruction of 
charged particle tracks

See NIM A 814, 19-32 (2016); NIM A 795, 1-11 (2015); NIM A 732, 392-296 (2013); https://psec.uchicago.edu/ 

• Observed light yield ∼1200 p.e./MeV for LS 
• High photocathode coverage (90%) 
• High quantum efficiency 
• Fast timing for Cherenkov/scintillation 

separation and optical tracking 
• Cost effective/pathways for future upgrades

Goals:

See HK talks!

H
yperK
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Photon Detection 
Spectral Dependence

Wavelength (nm)
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high voltage. This setup is shown schematically in Figure 9. The dichroic filters are both designed
for optimal performance at 45�, so a rotating stage with 1� accuracy was used to hold the filter.

The measurement is performed with PPO as well as another primary fluor called PTP. The PTP
is very similar to the PPO and dissolved in the LAB at 2 g/L. Both the emission time constants and
light yield of LAB+PTP are similar to LAB+PPO; however, the emission spectrum peaks lower in
wavelength, around 340 nm, as shown in Figure 2. This allows one to use a shorter wavelength
dichroic filter to achieve the same level of separation, but with a higher total number of Cherenkov
photons detected, as is discussed in Section 3.2.

Dichroic
Filter

Reflection
PMT

β Source

LAB+PPO

Mask with
aperature

Acrylic

Trigger
PMT

Transmission
PMT

Figure 9. A schematic of the experimental setup with the dichroic filter. The setup is the similar to Figure 1,
with the replacement of the bandpass filter with a dichroic filter and the addition of the reflection PMT. Note
the measurement is performed with both LAB+PPO as well as LAB+PTP.

3.2 Results

The data analysis techniques described in Section 2.2 are identical for this analysis, except for
the inclusion of the reflection PMT, which is treated identically in terms of calculating the �t from
the trigger PMT. Additionally the histograms are fit using the same method as described in Section
2.3.

Shown in Figures 10 and 11 are the fits for the longpass and shortpass filter respectively using
LAB+PPO. The data for both the transmission PMT and the reflection PMT are shown with the
corresponding fit. For the longpass filter, only the long wavelength light is transmitted, and a clear
Cherenkov peak can be identified at the transmission PMT, similar to the bandpass data presented.
The reflected light is primarily the LAB+PPO scintillation light, and the data for the reflection
PMT data shows the typical LAB+PPO scintillation time-profile. For the 500 nm shortpass filter
the reflected light shows more modest Cherenkov separation at prompt times. The shortpass filter’s
performance was not quite as good (in terms of the separation) as the longpass filter, which is
primarily due to the non-negligible reflection at the LAB+PPO emission wavelengths, as can be
seen in Figure 7.

– 11 –

The fraction of lost photons can be estimated by comparing the sum of the total number of
detected photons in the reflection and transmission PMTs to the total number of detected photons
in the measurement with no filter (described in Section 2.3). This was found to be 97.1 ± 1.5%
and 98.7 ± 1.5% for the longpass and shortpass filters respectively. The uncertainties are primarily
systematic and were estimated by swapping the transmission and reflection PMTs and taking the
di�erence as a two-sided uncertainty.

Figure 12 shows the results for a 450 nm longpass filter using LAB+PTP. Because the emission
spectrum is shorter in wavelength than the PPO, the PTP allows one to use a shorter wavelength
dichroic filter while maintaining good separation. This increases the total amount of Cherenkov
light detected due to the larger acceptance for the shorter wavelength Cherenkov light, in addition
to the higher quantum e�ciency of the PMT at shorter wavelengths.
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Figure 10. The fit results for the longpass 506 nm dichroic filter using LAB+PPO. The transmitted light (left)
shows clear Cherenkov and scintillation separation, while the reflected light (right) shows the LAB+PPO
emission time-profile.
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Figure 11. The fit results for the shortpass 500 nm dichroic filter using LAB+PPO. The transmitted light
(left) shows the LAB+PPO emission time-profile, while the reflected light (right) shows modest Cherenkov
and scintillation separation.
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506 nm filter

Dichroic Filtering

JINST 15, T05001 (2019) 

T. Kaptanoglu, July 11 Detector Parallel Session 
"The Dichroicon: Spectral Photon Sorting For Large-
Scale Cherenkov and Scintillation Detectors" 

2014 JINST 9 P06012
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(b) Increased TTS (1.28 ns).
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(c) Red-sensitive photocathode.

Figure 3. Photoelectron (PE) arrival times after application of the photodetector transit-time spread (TTS)
for the simulation of 1000 single electrons (5 MeV) moving along the x-axis with different values of the TTS
and wavelength response. PEs from Cherenkov light (black, solid line) and scintillation light (red, dotted
line) are compared. The dash-dotted vertical line illustrates a time cut at 34.0 ns. (a) Default simulation: bial-
kali photocathode and TTS = 0.1 ns (s ). After the 34.0 ns time cut, 171 PEs from scintillation and 108 PEs
from Cherenkov light are detected. (b) Default simulation settings except for TTS = 1.28 ns (KamLAND
17-inch PMTs). After the 34.0 ns time cut, 349 PEs from scintillation and 88 PEs from Cherenkov light
are detected. (c) Default simulation settings except for a GaAsP photocathode. After the 34.0 ns time cut,
226 PEs from scintillation and 229 PEs from Cherenkov light are detected.

as shown in figure 3 (a). For the default simulation case, the average number of PEs per event
coming from Cherenkov light in the early time window (108) is 98% of the total average number
of PEs from Cherenkov light (110). For scintillation light, the average number of PEs (171) is only
3.1% of the average total scintillation-induced PEs (5445).

The ratio of Cherenkov-induced to scintillation-induced photoelectrons in the early time win-
dow (RC/S) is a useful figure-of-merit when comparing different simulation settings, since a higher
ratio means more directional information per PE. For the default simulation settings RC/S = 0.63.

Figure 4 displays the angular distribution of PE hits after the time cut. Although this time
cut is a simplification of actual time reconstruction effects, we can use it to indicate the spatial
distribution of hits in the early time window. The Cherenkov ring structure can be clearly seen in
the peak near 46°, demonstrating that the directional signal conveyed by the Cherenkov photons
is not erased by scattering of the initial electrons even at 1.4 MeV. At this lower energy, photon
statistics are reduced, making reconstruction more difficult at the lower energies that will occur in
0nbb and neutrino scattering events.
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Figure 3. Photoelectron (PE) arrival times after application of the photodetector transit-time spread (TTS)
for the simulation of 1000 single electrons (5 MeV) moving along the x-axis with different values of the TTS
and wavelength response. PEs from Cherenkov light (black, solid line) and scintillation light (red, dotted
line) are compared. The dash-dotted vertical line illustrates a time cut at 34.0 ns. (a) Default simulation: bial-
kali photocathode and TTS = 0.1 ns (s ). After the 34.0 ns time cut, 171 PEs from scintillation and 108 PEs
from Cherenkov light are detected. (b) Default simulation settings except for TTS = 1.28 ns (KamLAND
17-inch PMTs). After the 34.0 ns time cut, 349 PEs from scintillation and 88 PEs from Cherenkov light
are detected. (c) Default simulation settings except for a GaAsP photocathode. After the 34.0 ns time cut,
226 PEs from scintillation and 229 PEs from Cherenkov light are detected.

as shown in figure 3 (a). For the default simulation case, the average number of PEs per event
coming from Cherenkov light in the early time window (108) is 98% of the total average number
of PEs from Cherenkov light (110). For scintillation light, the average number of PEs (171) is only
3.1% of the average total scintillation-induced PEs (5445).

The ratio of Cherenkov-induced to scintillation-induced photoelectrons in the early time win-
dow (RC/S) is a useful figure-of-merit when comparing different simulation settings, since a higher
ratio means more directional information per PE. For the default simulation settings RC/S = 0.63.

Figure 4 displays the angular distribution of PE hits after the time cut. Although this time
cut is a simplification of actual time reconstruction effects, we can use it to indicate the spatial
distribution of hits in the early time window. The Cherenkov ring structure can be clearly seen in
the peak near 46°, demonstrating that the directional signal conveyed by the Cherenkov photons
is not erased by scattering of the initial electrons even at 1.4 MeV. At this lower energy, photon
statistics are reduced, making reconstruction more difficult at the lower energies that will occur in
0nbb and neutrino scattering events.
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Red-Sensitive Photocathodes

Standard 
Bi-alkali

GaAsP 
Photocathode

Cherenkov 
Scintillation

Cherenkov 
Scintillation

JINST 9, P06012 (2014)

1.Cherenkov production is fast 
relative to scintillation 
Early photons are Cherenkov-rich 

2.Most Cherenkov photons are 
absorbed by the LS 
The valuable direct photons are in 
the long-wavelength tail.

Dichroic Winston cone 
T. Kaptanoglu, DPF19
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Complementary Programs 
"Friends of Theia"

ANNIE: Accelerator Neutrino-
Nucleus Interaction Experiment

26 tonne water Cherenkov detector in 
the FNAL Booster Neutrino Beam 

• First to deploy LAPPDs in water 
• Materials & compatibility testing 
• Reconstruction technique development 
• Potential for WbLS loading

WATCHMAN: WATer Cherenkov 
Monitor for Anti-Neutrinos

UKHartlepool power 
reactors

Boulby Mine
25km

"Advanced Instrumentation Testbed" 
Phase I, reactor monitoring mission 

• Materials testing, integration, DAQ 
• Reconstruction development 
• Possible for large-scale WbLS loading 
• Advanced photon sensor R&D

Adapted from R. Malek

Existing programs pilot key Theia technologies, building up to full scale



Detector Programs 
Complementary R&D

 

 
EGADS 
Gd loading

ANNIE 
Neutrons, LAPPDs

 
  

 

BNL 1-ton 
WbLS

SNO+ 
Te loading

CHIPS 
Infrastructure, 
Integration tests

WATCHMAN 
WbLS, Gd, LAPPD, 
HQE, integration

Slide adapted from G. Orebi Gann

arxiv:1908.11532

annie.fnal.gov

chipsneutrino.org arxiv:1502.01132

snoplus.phy.queensu.ca 
bnl.gov/chemistry/NNC

18

https://annie.fnal.gov/
http://www.chipsneutrino.org/
https://snoplus.phy.queensu.ca/
http://bnl.gov/chemistry/NNC
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Summary & Outlook 
Compelling Physics via Novel Technologies

Theia 
WbLS

Enabling Technologies 
• Water-Based LS target 
• Cherenkov + Scintillation 
• Fast photodetectors 
• Advanced reconstruction

Broad Physics 
• LBL: CPV + mass ordering 
• Nucleon decay 
• Geoneutrinos 
• Supernova burst & DSNB 
• Source-based sterile searches 
• Neutrinoless Double-Beta Decay

→ →

• The convergence of technologies presents a transformational opportunity 
to address several major open questions in neutrino physics 

• High level of complementarity with the existing program, including 
DUNE and LBNF 

• The flexibility of target and detection mechanisms means a detector 
that can evolve with the field for decades to come



Thank You! 
Questions?

FroST – Topical Workshop for Theia, JGU Mainz

Advanced Scintillator Detector Concept (ASDC) Whitepaper → arxiv:1409.5864
Theia whitepaper in preparation

20

https://arxiv.org/abs/1409.5864


Water-Based LS 
Cherenkov/Scintillation Tuning

21

Slide: M. Yeh, BNL



Liquid Scintillator 
Advantages & Challenges

22

Liquid Scintillator detectors have been deployed and

proposed to study a broad array of topics:

I Long-baseline neutrinos and beams
I Neutrinoless double beta decay (and related)
I Solar neutrinos
I Reactor ‹̄ and geoneutrinos
I Supernova and di�use SN background neutrinos
I Sterile neutrinos

:)

Low threshold, large target mass,

self-shielding, loading options

:(

Energy resolution, optics, cost,

lack of directionality

2
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Neutrinoless Double Beta Decay 
Majorana Neutrinos & LNV 26

Source Target level Expected events/y Events/ROI·y

5% natTe 3% enrXe

Balloon 10C 500 2.5 2.5
8B neutrinos (normalization from [45]) 2950 13.8 13.8
130I (Te target) 155 (30 from 8B) 8.3 -
136Cs (enrXe target) 478 (68 from 8B) - 0.06
2⌫�� (Te target, T1/2 from [46]) 1.2⇥108 8.0 -
2⌫�� (enrXe target, T1/2 from [47, 48]) 7.1⇥107 - 3.8
Liquid scintillator 214Bi: 10

�17 gU/g 7300 0.4 0.4
208Tl: 10

�17 gTh/g 870 - -
Nylon Vessel [49, 50] 214Bi: < 1.1 ⇥ 10

�12 gU/g 1.2⇥105 3.0 3.4
208Tl: < 1.6 ⇥ 10

�12 gTh/g 2.1⇥104 0.03 0.02

TABLE IV: Dominant background sources expected for the NLDBD search in Theia. The assumed
loading is 3% for Xe, for a 136Xe mass of 49.5 t, and 5% for Te, for a 130Te mass of 31.4 t. The events

in the ROI/yr are given for a fiducial volume of 7 m and an asymmetric energy range around the
Q-value of the reaction (see text). A rejection factor of 92.5% is applied to 10C, of 99.9% to 214Bi, of

50% to the balloon backgrounds, and of 50% to the 8B solar neutrinos.

impact of light yield on the Theia sensitivity. Simulations are obtained with the Geant4-based RAT-

PAC software package1; when available radioactive decays are simulated using the Decay0 code [44],

otherwise the decay mode is input in RAT-PAC. Reconstructed energy is approximated by assuming

the Poisson limit of photon counting: the true deposited energy, accounting for quenching, is smeared

by a Gaussian resolution function corresponding to the light yield.

2. Backgrounds

The main sources of background included in the this analysis are summarized in Table IV and

described below:

Double Beta Decay: Irreducible background from the 2⌫�� decay of 130Te or 136Xe. Due to the

steeply-falling spectrum, the number of events in the ROI depends strongly on the energy reso-

lution.

Cosmogenic Production: These backgrounds are due to activation of nuclei by muons (during data

taking) or protons and neutrons (during material production and handling at Earth’s surface).

The production rates of various radionuclides by cosmogenic neutron and proton spallation re-

actions in Xe and Te have been investigated in [51–57]. Among the most important nuclides

produced there are 60Co (Q = 2.8 MeV, T1/2 = 5.27 y) and 110mAg (Q = 3.1 MeV, T1/2 = 250

1 https://github.com/rat-pac/rat-pac

29

and matrix element from [69] (gA=1.269) is:

Te : T
0⌫��
1/2 > 1.1 ⇥ 10

28
y, m�� < 6.3 meV

Xe : T
0⌫��
1/2 > 2.0 ⇥ 10

28
y, m�� < 5.6 meV

It should be noted that for the case of Xenon, the use of a more realistic light yield of about

1500 nhits/MeV, as obtained from [43], would increase the half-life limit to 2.1⇥10
28 years, correspond-

ing to m�� < 5.4 meV. Unfortunately, the required mass of Xe to reach the normal hierarchy is about

10 times the world annual production, which makes the use of Xe likely impractical.
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FIG. 10: Mass sensitivity as a function of key experimental parameters. The vertical dashed red lines
show the values used in the analysis. For the same detector optical properties, a variation in the light
yield corresponds to a scaling on the PMT coverage.The plot showing the 8B reduction as a function

of the light yield does not include the signal efficiency of 75%.

4. Alternative Isotopes

A few alternative isotopes have been explored, which would be favorable in terms of annual abun-

dance and costs: 100Mo, 82Se and 150Nd. For these isotopes the main limiting factor is leakage of the

2⌫�� into the signal ROI, which is substantially higher than for Te due to the shorter half-life of the

corresponding decay mode. A loading of 2% for Se and Nd, and of 3% for Mo, has been chosen based

on results of stability tests in table-top experiments, for which the cocktail seems to maintain good

stability and optical properties. For Nd and Mo an enrichment factor of 90% is additionally assumed,

resulting in a T1/2 limit of 3.6⇥10
27 (m�� = 9.1 meV) and 7.3⇥10

27 (m�� = 7.9 meV), for Nd and Mo

respectively.
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FIG. 11: Energy spectra near the NLDBD endpoint for events within the 7 m fiducial volume and for
10 years data taking. A rejection factor of 92.5% is assumed for 10C of , of 99.9% for 214Bi, of 50%

for the balloon backgrounds, and 50% for the 8B solar neutrinos.

The enrichment option for Se is less promising due to the smaller G0⌫M
2
0⌫ value, and the larger costs

(although a larger world annual abundance than Xe is available). The limit in this case is T1/2 =

1.6⇥10
27 (m�� = 18meV).

D. Applied Antineutino Physics

Global antineutrinos emerge from nuclear beta-minus decays, which produce a characteristic energy

spectrum in the few MeV range for each parent isotope. While the mixture of isotopes decaying within

a source uniquely determines the energy spectrum of the emitted antineutrinos, neutrino oscillations

distort the spectrum of the detected antineutrinos in a pattern determined by the distance from the

source. Spectral distortion is pronounced for point-like nuclear power reactors and subtle for diffuse

sources within Earth.

The rate and energy spectrum of global antineutrino interactions varies dramatically with surface

location [70]. The following discussion assumes antineutrino interactions by inverse beta decay on

hydrogen (E⌫ > 1.8 MeV) in a water target located at SURF and with an energy-independent detection

efficiency of 90%. Figure 12 shows the detected energy spectrum of the predicted rate of antineutrinos

from the nuclear power reactors and Earth.

Observations of Earth antineutrinos, or geo-neutrinos, probe the quantities and distributions of

terrestrial heat-producing elements uranium and thorium. The quantities of these elements gauge

global radiogenic power, offering insights into the origin and thermal history of Earth [71]. Spatial

3% enrXe 
(89.5% 136Xe)

LY: 1200 pe/MeV 
10 years livetime 
7 m fiducial volume 
H2O bkg.: SNO 
LS bkg.: 0.1x Borexino 
75% signal efficiency 

Rejection: 
• 92.5% 10C 
• 99.9% 214Bi 
• 50% external 
• 50% 8B solar ES
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Solar Neutrinos 
Questions & Motivation

• Measurement of MSW matter-vacuum transition 
region, Eν ∼ 1 MeV 
• Understand experimental tension 
• Confirmation of MSW model 
• Search for new physics (NSI) → 

• High-precision pp fluxes 
• pep (luminosity) 
• 7Be (temperature, tomography) 
• hep (unmeasured) 

• CNO fluxes 
• Solar metallicity 
• Modeling of heavier main-sequence stars

FIG. 29 (color online). Best fit for the NSI fit with real !1 at
!1 ¼ 0:014, !2 ¼ 0:683, !m2

21 ¼ 7:487" 10#5 eV2, sin2"12 ¼
0:310, sin2"13 ¼ 0:0238. The top plot shows the survival proba-
bility as a function of incident neutrino energy. The middle
shows the best fit’s predicted event rate in Borexino for each
of Borexino’s measured electron energy bins scaled by the
GS98SF2 flux no-oscillation prediction compared to
Borexino’s data, and the bottom shows the same for S-K III’s
energy bins and data.

FIG. 30 (color online). Best fit for fermion density-dependent
MaVaN at #2 ¼ 6:30" 10#5, #3 ¼ i2:00" 10#5, !m2

21 ¼
7:840" 10#5 eV2, sin2"12 ¼ 0:321, sin2"13 ¼ 0:0239. The
top plot shows the survival probability as a function of incident
neutrino energy. The middle shows the best fit’s predicted event
rate in Borexino for each of Borexino’s measured electron
energy bins scaled by the GS98SF2 flux no-oscillation prediction
compared to Borexino’s data, and the bottom shows the same for
S-K III’s energy bins and data.

R. BONVENTRE et al. PHYSICAL REVIEW D 88, 053010 (2013)

053010-16

FIG. 32 (color online). Best fit for vector long-range force at
! ¼ 16:97R", kV ¼ 3:26 # 10$54, !m2

21 ¼ 7:487 # 10$5 eV2,
sin2"12 ¼ 0:311, sin2"13 ¼ 0:0238. The top plot shows the
survival probability as a function of incident neutrino energy.
The middle shows the best fit’s predicted event rate in Borexino
for each of Borexino’s measured electron energy bins scaled by
the GS98SF2 flux no-oscillation prediction compared to
Borexino’s data, and the bottom shows the same for S-K III’s
energy bins and data.

FIG. 31 (color online). Best fit for scalar long-range force at
m1;0¼0, !¼1:56R", kS ¼ 6:73 # 10$45, !m2

21 ¼ 7:484 #
10$5 eV2, sin2"12 ¼ 0:320, sin2"13 ¼ 0:0239. The top plot
shows the survival probability as a function of incident neutrino
energy. The middle shows the best fit’s predicted event rate in
Borexino for each of Borexino’s measured electron energy bins
scaled by the GS98SF2 flux no-oscillation prediction compared
to Borexino’s data, and the bottom shows the same for S-K III’s
energy bins and data.

NONSTANDARD MODELS, SOLAR NEUTRINOS, AND . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW D 88, 053010 (2013)

053010-17

Example NSI Fits 
PRD 88, 053010 (2013)

Fermion-density dependent MaVaN

Scalar long-range force
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From G.D. Orebi Gann



Sterile Neutrinos 
Source-Based VSBL Oscillations

27

• Potential to deploy an intense DAR source 
near the Theia detector 

• E.g. 8Li DAR such as IsoDAR 
• Response requirements: E∼15% E, r∼50 cm 
• Case study → 

• 5 years live time 
• Fiducial 1 kt (black) / 20 kt (blue) 

• Could reduce backgrounds using a 2n tag 
with a heavy water based LS (HWbLS)

arxiv:1409.5864



Advanced Reconstruction 
Examples

28

14

FIG. 2: Maximum derivative of the radial profile of the 3D-topological reconstruction at 2 MeV in
JUNO for (left) electrons and positrons and (right) electrons and gammas [63].

Cherenkov PEs.

Reconstruction of various characteristics of candidate events in detectors with scintillation and

Cherenkov light can further benefit from the widely spreading use of Machine Learning techniques.

For example, separation of NLDBD from 10C events using a convolutional neural network (CNN) has

been explored in [62]. In a simulation using detector parameters similar to KamLAND-Zen, including

photo-coverage, time and position resolution, 60% rejection of 10C events has been achieved with a

90% signal efficiency for NLDBD candidate events.

III. PHYSICS SENSITIVITIES AND DETECTOR REQUIREMENTS

Theia would address a broad program of physics, including: geo-neutrinos, supernova neutrinos,

nucleon decay, measurement of the neutrino mass hierarchy and CP violating phase, and even a next-

generation neutrinoless double beta decay search. The sections below discuss the progress in estimating

sensitivities and detector requirements in the context of Theia 25 and Theia 100.

see B. Wonsak et al., Solar Neutrinos, pp. 445-463 (2019)
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FIG. 3: Simulation of a liquid scintillator detector similar to KamLAND-Zen, but equipped with 100
ps time resolution photo-detectors. Details about the simulation can be found in [60] (Left): The
inner product between the reconstructed direction and the true electron direction for simulation of

10,000 one-track background events. (Right): The mean value of the inner product distribution as a
function of photo-coverage.

A. Long baseline

Neutrino oscillations arise from mixing among the flavor and mass states of the neutrino which can

be described by a complex unitary matrix that depends on three mixing angles and a potentially CP-

violating phase. The parameters of this mixing matrix determine the probability amplitudes of neutrino

oscillation and the differences between the neutrino masses determine the frequency of oscillation.

These parameters have all been measured, with the exception of the value of the CP-violating phase,

�CP [64], although the ordering of the mass states is also not completely determined. Long-baseline

neutrino oscillation experiments have significant sensitivity to the mixing parameters ✓23, ✓13, and

�CP , as well as to the mass splitting �m2
32, and the neutrino mass ordering via matter effects. The

atmospheric parameters, ✓23 and �m2
32, have been measured by the existing long-baseline oscillation

experiments T2K [1] and NOvA [2]. These experiments are also beginning to have sensitivity to

�CP . DUNE [6, 7] is a next-generation long-baseline neutrino oscillation experiment being built at the

Long Baseline Neutrino Facility (LBNF) [5] that will make a definitive determination of the neutrino

mass ordering, will have sensitivity for a definitive discovery of CP-violation for much of the possible

parameter space, and will make precise measurements of all the oscillation parameters governing long-

baseline oscillation in a single experiment. DUNE plans to use liquid argon Time Projection Chambers

(TPC) for the large detectors at the LBNF far site in the United States. Hyper-Kamiokande [45] is

a next-generation long-baseline experiment using a water Cherenkov detector (WCD) at a far site in

Japan. Both are anticipated to run on a similar timescale.
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inner product between the reconstructed direction and the true electron direction for simulation of
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A. Long baseline

Neutrino oscillations arise from mixing among the flavor and mass states of the neutrino which can

be described by a complex unitary matrix that depends on three mixing angles and a potentially CP-

violating phase. The parameters of this mixing matrix determine the probability amplitudes of neutrino

oscillation and the differences between the neutrino masses determine the frequency of oscillation.

These parameters have all been measured, with the exception of the value of the CP-violating phase,

�CP [64], although the ordering of the mass states is also not completely determined. Long-baseline

neutrino oscillation experiments have significant sensitivity to the mixing parameters ✓23, ✓13, and

�CP , as well as to the mass splitting �m2
32, and the neutrino mass ordering via matter effects. The

atmospheric parameters, ✓23 and �m2
32, have been measured by the existing long-baseline oscillation

experiments T2K [1] and NOvA [2]. These experiments are also beginning to have sensitivity to

�CP . DUNE [6, 7] is a next-generation long-baseline neutrino oscillation experiment being built at the

Long Baseline Neutrino Facility (LBNF) [5] that will make a definitive determination of the neutrino

mass ordering, will have sensitivity for a definitive discovery of CP-violation for much of the possible

parameter space, and will make precise measurements of all the oscillation parameters governing long-

baseline oscillation in a single experiment. DUNE plans to use liquid argon Time Projection Chambers

(TPC) for the large detectors at the LBNF far site in the United States. Hyper-Kamiokande [45] is

a next-generation long-baseline experiment using a water Cherenkov detector (WCD) at a far site in

Japan. Both are anticipated to run on a similar timescale.

Angular resolution 0.3–0.8 rad 
100 ps photodetector timing 
2.5 MeV simulated electrons 

see R. Jiang and E. Elagin, arXiv:1902.06912 

Examples: 
• Cherenkov + Scintillation 

• MiniBooNE 
• LSND 

• Likelihood approaches 
• fiTQun (SK): multi-track, PID 

• Topological reco 
• Tracking with C+S 
• Low-energy topology (SS/MS, e/gamma) 

• Spherical harmonics & DL approaches 
• 60% C10 rejection, 90% NLDBD eff.


